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Abstract — At present, a rather big challenge to model cyber-physical systems is to stand for the interactions between physical
level and cyber level. Researchers are faced with the trouble in the analysis of information security property of noninterference in
cyber-physical systems because of the physical components and behavior appended to cyber components and systems. A new
method is put forward with Petri net for working out this problem effectively by composing the complicated and large systems
with simple and small systems. Meanwhile, it accomplishes the noninterference information flow security property. In this paper,
this method is used to analyze the information security property of noninterference and its iteration composition in cyber-physical
systems. This research provides a new formal method to explore information security property of noninterference and a
sufficiency and necessary condition of iteration composition of noninterference of information security model in cyber-physical
systems.
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II. BASIC DEFINITIONS

I. INTRODUCTION
The systems design has developed increasingly in the
direction of cyber-physical systems in recent years, and
cyber-physical systems are the integrations of physical and
computation components and processes [1-2]. Now,
researchers are faced with the trouble in the analysis of
information flow security property of noninterference in
cyber-physical systems because of the physical components
and behavior appended to cyber components and systems.
A rather big challenge to model cyber-physical systems is
to stand for the interactions between physical level and
cyber level.
Access control security models only can figure out
direct data confidentiality and information flow security. A
better way of information flow security model is to apply
some rules of information flow to control the direct and
indirect information flow, which is called information flow
security models, such as noninterference information
security model which is discussed in this paper.
Noninterference information security model was first
put forward by Meseguer and Goguen [3-4]. Nevertheless,
there is very little research about the iteration composition
of noninterference information security model in cyberphysical systems in recent years. This paper not only has
defined the noninterference information security model that
is based on Petri net, but also has analyzed the model in
pipeline flow system. And a sufficiency and necessary
condition is provided by which the noninterference
information security property of cyber-physical systems
will be preserved after iteration composition.
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A.

Petri Net
Petri net can be efficiently used as a formal tool with
rigorous semantics to model and analyze the information
flow security properties of system models [5-7].
Definition 1 A tuple N ( S ,T , F ) is a net, where
(1) S and T are the places sets and transitions sets, and
S T 

s

s

(2) F  (2  T  2 ) is the flow relation set
Definition 2 Let N ( S ,T , F ) be a net. Marking is a
multiset over the set S . Given a marking m and a place s ,
the tokens number of place s is denoted by m ( s ) .
A pair ( N , m ) is a net system, where N is a net and m
is a marking of N , in general which is called initial
marking. With some misuse of notation, the Petri net
system can be denoted by ( S ,T , F , m0 ) .
0

0

B.

Operations on Petri Net
The goal of this paper is to analyze multilevel cyberphysical systems, and different levels of actions can be
performed in the systems. For instance, the interaction of
cyber-physical systems with high-level actions stands for
the interaction with high-level users, and the interaction of
cyber-physical systems with low-level actions stands for
the interaction with low-level users. This paper is to verify
the truth whether the interplay between the high-level user
and the high part can affect a low-level user’s view or not
in cyber-physical systems.
Accordingly, the Petri net transitions set is divided into
two disjointed subsets: the high-level transitions set
denoted by H and the low-level transitions set denoted
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III. MODEL NONINTERFERENCE MODEL IN
PIPELINE CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEM

by L , the net system is denoted by ( S , L, H , F ,m0 ) which is
mentioned above.
Definition 3 Let N  ( S , H  L , F , m0 ) , the operations

A. The Definition of Nondeterministic Noninterference
Model
In general, the low-level observers can infer the
confidentiality of information flow of a system when they
observe that information moves from high-level users to
low-level users. The initial definition of noninterference
model is defined to solve the information flow security of
deterministic systems. At present, the noninterference
model is extended to solve the information flow security in
nondeterministic system.
We defined the generalization as follows. The lowlevel is not interfered by the high level if and only if for
any trace  ,  ' and the trace  ' with no same high level
input actions to the trace  . In addition,  and  ' are low
view trace equivalent. Based on Petri net, the
nondeterministic noninterference information flow security
model is defined as follows.

of net system transition sequence are defined as follows [8]:
 / H  

( / H )t t  L

 t / H   / H
tH



 / L  

( / L )t t  H

 t / L   / L
tL



In general, if a system is not a determined system , then
the result statement can not be unique after the firing of one
transition in the net system N ( S , H L, F ,m0 ) . Result
statement
set
is
denoted
by
next ( m0 ,  ), where  TS ( N ). However, the result statement is
unique if the systems are determined systems, we use
step ( m0 , ) denote the result statement.
Definition 4 Net system N ( S , H  L, F ,m0 ) , m[ m0  ,
View ( m ) 

{( s , m ( s )) | t 

L

L, Q,

s
Q '  2 , (Q , t , Q ')  F  s  Q} .

If the tokens of all places are same from the view of the
low-level users, we say that the two statements of Petri net
system are low-level equal.
Definition 5 Two statements of Petri net system
N ( S , H L, F ,m0 ) are low-level equal, if and only if:
m , m [m , m
1

2

0

1

L

L

Definition 6 E  NNI  ( E \ I Act H ) / Act H E / Act H
In the definition 6, the function of the operation of \ has
something in common with the operation in process
algebra[9-10]. Act stands for the high level actions set, the
symbol of I stands for the input actions set.
B. Abstract Pipeline Cyber-Physical System
As one of typical cyber-physical systems, pipeline
network cyber-physical system offers abundant physical
and computational components and their interactivity [5].
Flow control systems in the pipeline network cyberphysical system control the state of water or other liquid in
the pipeline. LTCs carry out two commands of lower or
raise the flow.
h

m iff View (m )  View (m )
2

L

1

L

2

Definition 6 Two results statement sets of Petri net
system N ( S , H  L, F ,m0 ) are low level equal iff:
L

A, B [ m0  , A B , iff m1A, m2 B , s .t . ViewL ( m1 ) ViewL ( m2 )

Fig.1 Pipeline network controlled by LTCs

adjacent sub-networks inevitably, leading to observable
actions at location A and B in the network flow pipes,
and the following invariant holds[5]:

From Fig.(1) we can see that a water distribution
system network with three LTCs. Three LTCs control the
sub-networks A , B , and C respectively. Three LTCs of
the water distribution system network are in different
geographical location and are separated in long distances.
The lower or raise flow commands will have impact on
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make change of the flow at A  C  , which can make
change at hc ( ha ) because of the coordination between
A and C . B possibly experiences a physical flow
change at A and C by the way of the low-level output
l b . The pipeline network cyber-physical system is
modelled in Fig.(2) with Petri net.

Where Va , Vb and Vc stands for the volumes or
changes of flow of the pipeline controlled at A , B , and
C respectively.
Fig.(2) represented the transitions in the pipeline
network cyber-physical system by ha , hc and lb , and
ha , hc and l b stands for their corresponding output
transitions. ha ( hc ) stands for a high level action that can

ha (hc )

lb

t1
t2

ha

hc

lb

ha

hc

lb
t3

hc

lb

ha
h a (h c )

t4

lb

ha

hc

lb

Fig.2 Pipeline system model

Fig.(1) is made up of interacting LTCs. And the flow of
interacting LTCs is dominated by Eq. (1). The pipeline
network distribution system and their interconnectivity is
nondeterministic non-interference secure.

C.
Analysis of Noninterference in Pipeline CyberPhysical System
The pipeline network cyber-physical system is typical
a nondeterministic system. And the system shows that

Fig.3 Information flow in the pipeline distribution system

e3e4 , e1e4e3 , e1e3e4 , e2e1e4 , e1e2e4e3 , e2e1e4e3 , e2 e1e3e4 } , where

Theorem 1 The pipeline network cyber-physical
system is nondeterministic noninterference secure.
Fig.(3) shows the proof, the vital events in the
pipeline network cyber-physical system are flow change
in the adjacent pipeline, LTC setting at the controlled
line, stochastic demand at the controlled pipeline, and
flow change in the controlled line. These events are
expressed by e1 : e2 : e3 : e4 . And e1 , e2 , e3 and e4 is

… stands for interleaving of the above listed traces in the
pipeline network system[5].
Obviously, there always exists a valid trace  ' for any
valid trace  , such that there is not any same high-level
input actions between  and  ' . Moreover,  are lowview trace equivalent to  ' . In other words,
L

, E denotes the pipeline
network cyber-physical system. Therefore, the system is
noninterference secure.

a low-level input event and a high-level input event and a
high-level output event and a low-level output event
respectively. The set of valid traces of the pipeline
network
system
are
{{}, e1 , e2 , e3 , e1e4 , e2 e4 ,

( E \ I Act H ) / Act H

E / Act H

e1e2e4 , e2 e3e4 , e2e4e3 ,
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IV. ANALYSIS ITERATION COMPOSITION IN
PIPELINE NETWORK SYSTEM

nondeterministic noninterference secure. If
above

Definition 7 Let N1 ( S1 , H1  L1 , F11 ,m01 ) be a Petri net
system. For N ( S , H  L , F ,m0 ) if
(1) S

 S  {i,o}
1

(2) T

 T  {t , t , t } , {t , t , t }  L
1
i o
i o

(3) F

 F  {(i,t ),(t ,i ),(o ,t ),(t ,o),(o ,t),(t,i )}
1
i
i 1
1 o
o
1
1

Then

assumption,



( s '',t '') o1

,

t 'H1 ,

such

by the
that

next ( m0 , ) L next ( m0 , ') ,

where  ti1t ' to and  ti 1t '' to . Since N
is sequence composite by place i and o , it is
nondeterministic noninterference secure[12]. Therefore,
N satisfies nondeterministic noninterference secure.

is the iteration composition of N1 , we use
N  N1 *
to denote the iteration composition. Fig.(4)
demonstrates the iteration composition[11].
N

Fig.4 Iteration composition

Fig.5 The sufficient and necessary conditions for iteration composition

Theorem 4 Let N 1( S1 , H1  L1 , F1 ,m01 ) be a Petri net
system which is nondeterministic non-interference
secure, then N  N1* is nondeterministic noninterference
secure

if

and

only

if


 ( s ', t ')  o1 ,

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, Petri net is a formal tool used for
nondeterministic noninterference information flow
security model specification in cyber-physical system,
and is proved to be applicable to abstract pipeline
distribution flow network system. In addition, the method
in this paper is given to analyze the nondeterministic
noninterference model and its iteration composition in
cyber-physical system. Owing to these results, a system
designer can connect certain small subsystems confirmed
to be nondeterministic noninterference secure to
constitute a complicated nondeterministic noninterference
secure cyber-physical system.

if t '  H



then ( s '', t '')  o1 . Fig.(5) demonstrates the sufficient
and necessary conditions for iteration composition.
Proof. (1) Sufficiency: N is nondeterministic
noninterference secure
Assuming
exist

' '

( s1 , t1 )  o1


( s '', t '')  o1

,

'
t1  H 1

and

do

not

. We consider the transition list

'

where

 t i  1 t 1 t o TS ( N ),

 1TS ( N1 )

.

N

is

not

nondeterministic noninterference secure since there is not
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